**CINDER CONE**

A little sweeter than the Blast. It’s the price that makes it more expensive.

- Marzocchi M2-Race Fork
- 100mm Travel
- Shimano FC-M440 Crank & BB
- Shimano Deore XT/Deore 9-speed Drive
- Trails + Shimano Mechanical Disc Brakes & Hubs + Eight sizes from 14" - 23"

**CALDERA**

Using the design expertise of our World Cup worthy hardtails, Caldera hits the trails with balanced performance.

- Marzocchi EXB Pro Coil Fork
- 100mm Travel
- Shimano FC-M445 Hollowtech
- Octalite Crank & BB + Hayes Hydraulic HFX-9 XC Disc Brake + Shimano M475 Disc Hubs + Shimano PD-M505 Clipless Pedals

**BLAST**

Kona takes the heritage of designing race proven hardtails, and we apply that heritage through every mountain bike that carries our name. The Blast is no exception.

- Kona 700S Butted Aluminum Frame + Marzocchi M2-Race Fork 100mm Travel
- Shimano Deore XT/Deore 9-speed Drive Train + Shimano Mechanical Disc Brakes & Hubs + Mavic XM117 Disc Rims